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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper  we proposed  a novel Intrusion  Detection 

mechanism for VANETs to detect false information reporting 

which is done by the rogue nodes in the network  using 

anomaly based  detection  approach. To  evaluate  the  system,  

Road  Side Unit  (RSU)  is  implemented   within  the  

communication ranges so that  the  entire  test  geographic  

region is covered.  With this every node, which  is calculating  

the  global  parameter flow will get meta-information from 

RSUs in whose communication range remains the  node.  

Hence,  the  anonymity  of the  location  of the vehicle can be 

assured.  Rogue nodes are set in the system & IDS is used to 

catch  out these rogue nodes. 

Keywords : VANETs vehicular  Ad-hoc network; Intrusion 

Detection;Rogue Node;Network Security;  Wireless  network  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Vehicular Ad-hoc Network is an raising area of interest 

for research in the Intelligent Transportation System & 

is taken to be subsequent huge factor that will alter our 

lives outstandingly by rendering safer roads. Handling 

huge traffic is the biggest challenge worldwide as the 

traffic is growing exponentially. Vehicular Ad-hoc 

Networks (VANET) collects and distributes safety 

information from other vehicles (nodes) to cut down the 

number of mishaps by caution drivers about the danger 

before they face it. In the ITS, each of the vehicular 

nodes behaves like router, transmit or the received 

several safety or non-safety data to the rest nodes in the 

identical network. 

 

With the vehicle’s rate and site while not embedding the 

infrastructure VANET additionally broadcasts the 

protection measures.  VANET  helps  to  increase  the  

road  security  by means  of  wireless  communication 

among  vehicles  and  infrastructure. Thus, it improves 

road security and keeps away from mishaps probably 

resulting in lessening down the road accidents. The 

objective is to save the lives, provide people with variety 

of information, announcements, and entertainment  

 

 

during their drive. They can give drivers or passenger  

with climate condition and traffic information. 

Additionally, it gives out the location of the nearby 

restaurant, hotel, cafe, petrol station and their prices. 

Wireless Access Vehicular Environment (WAVE) 

protocols area unit IEEE 802.11p common- place and it 

furnishes the fundamental radio commonplace for 

Dedicated Short vary Communication (DSRC) in 

VANET. Vehicle uses DSRC to speak with one another. 

VANET are responsible for the passing message 

between moving vehicles. A vehicle can exchange 

message with another vehicle which is known Vehicle to 

Vehicle (V2V) communication, or a vehicle can 

exchange message to Road Side Unit (RSU), called as 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I). VANETs have the 

potential to form roads higher particularly in conditions 

that ar presently believed risky and ineluctable. 

 

Vehicular networks are n no time moving fastly dynamic 

attributable  to  that  it’s  very  decisive  that  the  data  

that  is shared is authentic & unjust. it’s conjointly 

necessary that the reliableness of the data is decided 

quickly. 

 

The  centralized trust  in  VANET is  hard  to  use  as  it  

is hard to hold and modify. All current message 

authentication mechanisms use cryptography and trust. 

Paired keys are used in cryptographic techniques and it 

involve expense in terms of calculating price, storage & 

time. Even these techniques are vulnerable to intrusion 

because of stolen keys. When the attack is launched 

from within the system it is difficult to detect. Because 

of the wireless & mobile type of vehicular networks & 

its active topology, it is impossible to use the alike ID 

mechanisms which are deployed in cabled networks. 

Hence, it is necessary that an IDS is deployed to find 

attacks & help secure VANETs. 

The contribution focuses on instalment of RSU to ensure 

the security of meta-information of vehicles, use of trust 
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system/voting for deciding whether to rely on the 

messages collected from other vehicle are from attacker 

or authenticated node. Our IDS uses novel approach to 

discover rogue nodes applying a traffic model to 

determine fake messages. Green- shield model is used 

for construction and deployment of the VANET 

environment. 

  II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The most authentic technique to shield transport 

networks against the threats is intrusion observation 

because it has the power to detect the attack with high 

accuracy [1].  When it comes to VANETs security 

becomes the major issue of concern as lifesaving 

decisions will be made by the users based on the 

information they received. So, there must be a strong 

mechanism to detect the false information. Various 

researches are carried on to protect the VANET from 

such kind of attacks. The authors aim to include IDS in 

an exceedingly cluster-based design & opt for a cluster-

head supported the nodes trust level in[2] [3]. Daeinabi, 

A. et al [2], proposed a unique cluster algorithmic 

program, transport cluster supported the weighted 

cluster algorithmic program (VWCA) that think about 

the quantity of neighbours looking on dynamic transmis- 

sion vary, the direction of vehicles, the entropy, & 

suspect worth parameters. These arguments will increase 

stability & property & will cut overhead in network. On 

the opposite aspect, transmission vary of a vehicle is 

critical for forwarding & receiving messages. Once a set 

transmission vary technique is deployed in VANET, it’s 

possible that vehicles don’t seem to be situated within 

the vary of their neighbours. This is often as a result of 

the high-rate topology alters & high variability in 

vehicles density. 

 

Efficient conditional privacy preservation protocol 

(ECPP) in transport ad-hoc networks to work out the 

difficulty on unknown authentication for alert messages 

with assurance traceability is planned in [4]. This 

protocol is distinguished by the generation of on-the-fly 

short-time anonymous keys among on-board units 

(OBUs) & margin units (RSUs), which might render 

quick anonymous authentication & secrecy chasing 

whereas derogating the specified storage for short-time 

anonymous keys. 

 
J. Hortelano et al. [5], planned evaluates the utility of 

watchdog modules for intrusion detection.  A watchdog 

is that the staple component for the building of majority 

of the intrusion detection systems planned to date for 

self-organizing wireless networking systems like 

VANETs. Threefold is that the contribution of this work 

1) the part is meant to be protocol freelance,  therefore  

adjustable  with  any  many  varieties  of ad-hoc  routing  

protocols  2)  it  encompasses high  detection coverage 

with a less sensing latency 3) the previous properties are 

assured whereas change the amount of generated false 

positives &amp; negatives. 

 

H. Sedjelmaci et al. [6] planned a technique to spot 

intrusions through trust by distribution name score to 

vehicles and also the RSUs is employed to calculate 

these scores price and also the certificate authority 

combination them. H. Sedjelmaci and S. M. Senouci in 

[7] designed and enforced a brand new intrusion 

detection framework for transport Networks (IDFV). 

These networks are at risk of many security attacks 

because of the shortage of centralized infrastructure. The 

aim of this framework is then to secure them against the 

gravest routing attacks that have high rigor harm like 

exclusive forwarding, black hole, packets duplication & 

resource exhaustion attacks that may aim such networks. 

IDFV depends on a group of recognizing & eviction 

ways to seek out, in a very short delay, malicious 

vehicles with a high accuracy and eject them. Also, 

IDFV enforces a racy name schema to assess vehicles’ 

trust level. 

 

GSIS a completely unique security protocol for the inter- 

vehicle communication is planned by X. Lin et al. [8]. 

This protocol is predicated on cluster signature and IDS-

based signature schemes. With cluster signature, 

protection, privacy, and economical traceability are 

often deliver the goods while not causing the 

transparency of managing an enormous range of hold on 

certificates. 

 

F.  Kargl  et  al.[9]  suggests  associate  analytical  

approach has been conferred to examine the consistency 

of the IEEE802.11p in VANETs protection and warning 

application. The study is base on a brand new quality 

approach within which the associations  with  vehicle,  

distance,  speed  and  density rule comes. This technique 

use to create VANETs additional trustworthy by  solely 

providing the  message being shared. Associate intrusion 

detection system is planned in [10] uses statistical 

procedure to spot anomalies and scallywag nodes 

employing a traffic model. The planned model is 

constructed supported a brand new quality model that 
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considers the vehicle’s innings safety rule to achieve 

accurately the link between the typical vehicle speed & 

density. moreover, the model considers 1) they have an 

effect on of quality on the density of vehicles over the 

transmitter, 2) the impact of transmitter’s & receiver’s 

speeds on the system reliability, 3) the impact of channel 

melting by forming the communication vary as a variant, 

and 4) the hid terminal drawback & transmission hits 

from neighbouring vehicles. 

 

L.  Qin  et  al.  [11],  the  authors  projected  new  

intrusion detection supported credibility model. This 

latter depends on the  vehicle position and  movement 

verification to  find the aggressor. False message 

identification model of VANET is projected  in  [12],  

this  model  establish  mistake  within  the message that 

has been channelise by vehicles. S. Ruj, M. A. 

Cavenaghi [13] introduced the idea of data-centric 

misdeed findion and projected algorithmic program that 

detect warning messages & misbehaving nodes by 

noticing their actions once causation the spirited 

messages. With the data-centric MDS, all nodes will 

verify whether or not knowledge obtained is correct or 

false. the choice is predicated on the substance of latest 

messages and new alerts with reportable and briefly take 

away them by sharing warning messages regarding them 

and shortly their credentials area unit given to the CA 

(Certificate Authority) that deny them by adding within 

the Revocation List. Intrusion detection is that the 

trustworthy methodology to secure conveyance 

networks against threats because it has the potential to 

spot corporate executive and external attacks. 

 

The performance of VANETs is enhanced by 

strengthening their defenses against malicious attacks. 

Alheeti et al. [14], they need increased detection rate and 

reduced the amount of false alarms that was generated 

by IDS supported a Defense Advanced analysis comes 

Agency (DARPA) dataset utilizing a hybrid IDS to 

secure host/network from the potential attacks.  

Zaidi K  et  al.  [15],  statistical techniques are  utilized 

in building intrusion detection systems for vehicular ad 

hoc networks to spot rogue nodes. The authors will 

improve the IDS application layer that was supported 

CAMs for econom- ical detection malicious of behavior 

for prime modification dynamic. Banerjee S et al. [16], 

projected a security system to get and eliminate the gray 

hole and part attacks on the VANETs, wherever 

information ar divided into equal blocks, and  these  

blocks  ar  then  sent  to  the  destination  node  by 

totally different routes rather than causation each 

information on an equivalent route. The destination node 

examines the scale  of  the  sent  information block;  if  

the  system  detects variations within the size of the 

received information, it will determine the malicious 

route. At now, the supply node are going  to  be  

accustomed stop  information from  being  sent via the 

malicious route. Vuong et al. [17], developed ancient 

IDS for police investigation cyber-attacks on robotic 

vehicles. Their IDS is predicated on a choice tree 

methodology that depends on physical options and cyber 

in police investigation malware codes. The system is 

evaluated by injecting 2 kinds of malicious codes in 

numerous situations as well as DoS. 

 

Sedjelmaci et al. designed associate correct and light-

weight intrusion detection framework known as  

AECFV [18].  it’s the  flexibility to  find  the  foremost  

dangerous  attacks  like region, packet duplication hole, 

selective forwarding, Sybile and resource exhaustion 

attacks on VANETs. Their security system relies on a 

clump approach to produce ample protection for 

VANETs. The vehicles trust-level and nodes quality 

were utilized in  nonappointive Cluster-Heads (CHs); 

the  authors additionally used varied performance 

metrics in evaluating the projected system. 

 

Alheei et al. projected intelligent IDS to spot malicious 

behaviour to secure the external communication for self- 

driving and semi self-driving vehicles [19]. Fuzzy Petri 

Nets were used  during  this  system  that’s  significantly 

fitted  to dropping attack detection. Packet delivery rate, 

end-to-end delay and output were used to live the 

performance of the projected security system. Bouali et 

al. propose a hindrance and detection system to spot 

abnormal behaviour of vehicles [20]. This security 

system has the power to predict the vehicles future 

behaviour and  is  predicated  on  Kalman  filters that 

have the power to predict vehicles behaviour. Assila et 

al. created a replacement security theme to shield 

VANETs from attainable attacks [21] that is predicated 

on the verification of the CAMs. This theme helps 

researchers to decrease the quantity of attacks and tackle 

threats. 

 

Zhang et al. projected 2 systems to sight intruders: 

anomaly based mostly detection and misuse based 

detection [22]. Each think about exploitation options of 

the network to coach IDS which  will  establish intruders 

and  a  possible attacks on  a billboard hoc network. 
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Reddy et al. projected Cross Layer Intrusion Detection 

(CLID) to shield wireless mesh networks (WMNs) from 

speeding attacks [23]. CLID was created at the network 

layer and also the mack layer to decrease the warning 

rate. This cooperative intrusion system assessed the 

projected security system with network machine. Pavani 

et al. created 

  

IDS to shield the VANETs against the gray hole and 

region attacks [24]; they used many machine learning 

approaches: call Tree (C-4.5), Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP), K-Nearest Neighbourhood (KNN) and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM). This methodology was 

simulated via the popular network machine version two 

(ns-2) [25]. MLPs discovered intrusions additional 

accurately and with less false error rates. 

 

III. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM 

 

The system includes the instalment of Road Side Units 

which are installed within the communication ranges so 

that the entire test geographic region is covered. With 

this every node, which is calculating the global 

parameter flow will get Meta information from a Road 

Side Units in whose communication range covered the 

node. Hence, the anonymity of the location of the 

vehicle is assured. The system architecture includes 

environment creation, network components and related 

procedure deployment, voting system and location 

anonymity integration. The environment creation 

process includes processes for premises and constraints 

of a virtual region which represents a real life 

geographical region. After this, the nodes are deployed 

in the network which represents the vehicles in the 

network. The process is dedicated to the implementation 

of location anonymity procedure in which a separate set 

of processes are targeted for the creation and 

deployment of Road Side Units. 

 

All vehicles transmit its location, speed, density and 

calculated flow value to the Road Side Units. RSU will 

check flow value send by vehicle is correct or not 

.Accordingly, vehicles assess the traffic flow value by 

density & mean speed of other vehicles by Green shield 

method. The fall serve as a universal parameter that 

every node calculate by itself and must same for nodes 

that are very next to each other in the similar traffic 

environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Fig. 1: VANET Architecture 

 

. This reflects that the vehicles have consistent 

communication in the past with that vehicle or 

information given by it is correct and verifies the node is 

rogue node or not. Greater the count value, the more 

trusted the node becomes. 
 
 The vote value is numeric value; maximum the vote 

value, more the node is trusted. Every vehicle gives 

vote to RSU in form of 1’s or 0’s. If the vote value is 1, 

it indicates that vehicle of message received by RSU is 

accepted and it is not rogue node .If the vote value is 0 

then the message is rejected and it is rogue node. 

Intrusion detection system is installed at every vehicle 

and is used to identify intruder in VANETs who’s 

sending false messages and identify the rogue nodes. 
 

 IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

The proposed approach is deployed using Windows 7 

OS, Intel i5 processor, 2 GB RAM, 50GB Hard disk, 

Graphic Card 512MB, Eclipse + JDK 1.7 tool for 

simulation of VANET. Simulations are performed to 

test the efficiency of the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

           Fig. 2: Road Side Unit time Complexity 
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Road side unit complexity is shown in fig 2. The graph 

shows the comparison between existing systems and our 

proposed approach. In the RSU, the vehicle 

communicates with each other’s and some rogue nodes 

sends false messages and system detects those nodes and 

the messages. This is all done by voting system which 

collected by RSU. The red line in the graph shows the 

time complexity of the existing approaches which is in 

the range of 150ms-180ms where as for our proposed 

approach the time complexity is shown by blue line 

which is in the less as compare to the existing approach. 

Even if the number of nodes increases the RSU handles 

the nodes with less time complexity voting value can be 

positive vote value or negative vote value which is 

shown in the graph. 

 

The Table1 shows Detection Rate of Rogue Node. Using 

the vote value, the messages are grouped as positive and 

negative vote from respective vehicle or port. 
 

Table 1: Results of Detection Rate 
 

Sr.No Positive Negative Port 

1 1 6 5002 

2 1 6 5002 

3 1 6 5002 

4 1 7 5002 

5 1 7 5002 

6 1 7 5002 

7 1 8 5001 

8 1 8 5003 

9 1 8 5003 

10 1 8 5001 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Fig. 3: Detection Rate with number of   

Attacker 

Fig3 shows the detection rate with number of 

rogue node in the network. The system performance is 

evaluated by the detection rate of the rogue nodes by 

testing it with different number of attackers spreading 

false messages in the VANET. The Green line in the 

graph shows the count of attacker. For the evaluation it 

can see that the network is having 2 rouge nodes. 

 

Table 2: The Results for Detection Rate with 

Number of Rouge Node 

 
The Table 2 shows Detection Rate of number of 

Rogue Node in the system with two attackers. 

 
 

       Fig. 4: Time complexity of vehicle 

 

Fig 4 depicts the comparison based on time of existing 

system and our proposed approach to detecting the 

vehicle whether it’s a rouge node or not. The graph 

shows the when the number of vehicles increases our 

propose approach takes less time as compare to existing 

approach. Hence the performance of the system is 

increase. The average rate of rogue node detection of our 

architecture is 96% which is far better than the existing 

system. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Sr.No Positive Negative Port Attacker 
1 1 6 5002 2 
2 1 6 5002 2 
3 1 6 5002 2 
4 1 7 5002 2 
5 1 7 5002 2 
6 1 7 5002 2 
7 1 8 5001 2 
8 1 8 5003 2 
9 1 8 5003 2 

10 1 8 5001 2 
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In  this  paper  a  Intrusion  detection  system  is  

developed for rouge node detection in the VANE. To 

test the test we have implement a Road Side Unit in the 

network where Rogue node is identified by intrusion 

detection system. Trust system/ Voting scheme is used 

evaluate message consistency. A message is believed 

reliable if the vehicle that has enough a lot of vote value. 

The graphs generated within the result section depict the 

performance of the system. Results and graphs shows 

the performance of the propose approach is rich as 

compare to the existing system. The future enhancement 

for IDS can be applying the IDS for various types of 

attacks in VANET so that the security for 

communications increases. 
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